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The Middle Neolithic in western Europe is characterized by monumental funerary
structures, known as megaliths, along the Atlantic façade. The ﬁrst manifestations of
this phenomenon occurred in modern-day France with the long mounds of the Cerny
culture. Here, we present genome-wide data from the ﬁfth-millennium BCE site of
Fleury-sur-Orne in Normandy (France), famous for its impressively long monuments
built for selected individuals. The site encompasses 32 monuments of variable sizes,
containing the burials of 19 individuals from the Neolithic period. To address who was
buried at the site, we generated genome-wide data for 14 individuals, of whom 13 are
males, completing previously published data [M. Rivollat et al., Sci. Adv. 6, eaaz5344
(2020)]. Population genetic and Y chromosome analyses show that the Fleury-sur-Orne
group ﬁts within western European Neolithic genetic diversity and that the arrival of a
new group is detected after 4,000 calibrated BCE. The results of analyzing uniparentally inherited markers and an overall low number of long runs of homozygosity suggest
a patrilineal group practicing female exogamy. We ﬁnd two pairs of individuals to be
father and son, buried together in the same monument/grave. No other biological relationship can link monuments together, suggesting that each monument was dedicated
to a genetically independent lineage. The combined data and documented father–son
line of descent suggest a male-mediated transmission of sociopolitical authority. However, a single female buried with an arrowhead, otherwise considered a symbol of power
of the male elite of the Cerny culture, questions a strictly biological sex bias in the burial
rites of this otherwise “masculine” monumental cemetery.

Signiﬁcance
By integrating genomic and
archaeological data, we provide
new insights into the Neolithic
French monumental site of Fleurysur-Orne in Normandy, where a
group of selected individuals was
buried in impressively long
monuments. The earliest
individuals buried at Fleury-surOrne match the expected western
European Neolithic genetic
diversity, while three individuals,
designated as genetic outliers,
were buried after 4,000 calibrated
BCE. We hypothesize that
different, unrelated families or
clans used the site over several
centuries. Thirteen of 14 of the
analyzed individuals were male,
indicating an overarching
patrilineal system. However, one
exception, a female buried with a
symbolically male artifact,
suggests that the embodiment of
the male gender in death was
required to access burial at the
monumental structures.

monumental graves j Middle Neolithic j ancient DNA j Normandy j patrilineality

Ancient DNA (aDNA) studies on human populations can shed light on social organization, particularly on rules linked to biological relatedness. Despite varying funerary
contexts (monumental vs. simple tombs, collective vs. individual burials) and therefore,
contrasting forms of social organization, data from the early to the end of the European
Neolithic converge toward patrilineal systems (1–5). Here, prehistoric societies are considered to be organized into groups of ﬁliation/descent (family, clan, or tribe depending
on the scale), whose children belong to the group of their biological father, according
to the ethnological deﬁnition (6). Other scholars have documented patrilineal systems
after the advent of metallurgy (7, 8), although these are not always demonstrable with
the available data (9). Radiogenic isotope ratios of strontium, either obtained in parallel
with DNA data or obtained independently, can help in specifying the pattern (10–12);
nonlocal isotope signals in women are often interpreted as evidence of female mobility
in patrilocal kinship systems on the basis of female exogamy. Here, the combined evidence suggests postmarital residence in the paternal family of the men, while women
come from external groups (7).
The cemetery of Fleury-sur-Orne (Normandy, France) (Fig. 1) belongs to the ﬁrst
monumental funeral manifestations in Europe and predates Atlantic megalithic societies (13). Established during the second quarter of the ﬁfth millennium calibrated (cal.)
BCE, Fleury-sur-Orne consisted of earthen long barrows, some measuring up to 300 m
in length. These monuments belong to the “Passy” phenomenon, named after the
eponymous site (14). They are part of the Cerny culture that originated in the Yonne
and upper Seine valley region, hereafter called “the Paris Basin,” around 4,700 cal.
BCE at the beginning of the local Middle Neolithic (15–18). The Passy-type monuments or STP (structure de type Passy) then spread to Normandy, where Fleury-surOrne is located.
Passy-type monuments were probably erected to commemorate high-status individuals. To date, interpretations of the individual’s social status are based on bioarchaeological analyses carried out on the Paris Basin corpus. Burial features of the monumental
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Fig. 1. Site description. (A) Location and map of Fleury-sur-Orne in northwestern France. (B) Artistic impression of the Fleury-sur-Orne monuments and surrounding landscape. Reproduced with permission from Laurent Juhel.

cemeteries have been studied in detail (19), as well as the spatial
organization of the cemeteries according to the biological and
social status of the dead (20–23). Both males and females were
buried in these cemeteries, as well as subadults. Across Cerny
cemeteries, burial practices appear to share a consistent deﬁnition of social status and gendered stratiﬁcation (24). Speciﬁcally, one category of individuals of power, buried with arrows,
quivers, and possibly, bows, is identiﬁed as “hunters” (25). In
the adult corpus, these hunters are only men, whose musculoskeletal stress markers are consistent with archery activities
(26). Together, the recognition given to the masculine, to
2 of 9
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archery or to hunting, or even more broadly, to the wild world
(27) characterizes the Cerny ideology in the Paris Basin.
In Normandy, the Passy-type monuments also belong to the
Cerny culture (28). Besides Fleury-sur-Orne, three other monumental cemeteries are known in the region thanks to aerial
survey: Rots, Blainville-sur-Orne, and Cuverville. All four monumental cemeteries form a tight group and are spaced about 10
km apart (Fig. 1A). Fleury-sur-Orne is the only cemetery that
has been excavated extensively, making it the Norman reference
for the Passy phenomenon (13). The cemetery yielded 32 STPs
in total, of which one mound (monument [mon.] 29) was still
pnas.org
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preserved. Graves (n = 17) were found along the central axis in
half of the monuments. Most of the monuments contain one
single grave; however, three of the monuments (mon. 8, 31,
and 37) contain two graves, and one (mon. 28) contains three.
Interestingly, one double burial (grave 953) is not associated
with any visible monument (Fig. 1A). The data on the monumental architecture, graves, and status of the dead attest to the
uniformity of the phenomenon with sites in the Paris Basin.
The structure of the Fleury-sur-Orne cemetery adheres to the
same rules as those of Cerny cemeteries in the Paris Basin. The
graves, the deceased, and certain grave goods (arrows) conﬁrm
shared symbolic references. The morphological sex assessment
of the skeletons, although only partially preserved, suggests
male prevalence. However, several aspects of the burial system
and deposition pattern of the dead (e.g., whole skinned sheep
offerings in the graves) at Fleury-sur-Orne differ from those of
the burials of the Paris Basin, as well as the absence of subadults
or burials in the lateral ditches (13). According to the very little
information available from other local sites (long barrows,
arrowheads, sheep), particularly the partial archaeological survey
conducted at Rots (28), we can only assume that the Norman
cemeteries belong to the Passy phenomenon without further
clariﬁcation as to speciﬁc afﬁnities to the Paris Basin sites or to
Fleury-sur-Orne.
Direct radiocarbon dates from skeletal elements from 15
individuals indicate a main use phase from 4,600 to 4,300 cal.
BCE (13). Three Neolithic individuals date to after 4,000 cal.
BCE, with all three buried inside an existing monument (mon.
24, 29, and 31). During the ﬁrst half of the fourth millennium
BCE, new mounds of stone were constructed, while occasional
burials were added in more recent periods (Bronze Age and
Classical Antiquity) inside the existing monuments. These
more recent burials are not considered in the present study.
To date, ancient DNA analyses of people buried in Passy-type
cemeteries targeted a few individuals from Fleury-sur-Orne and
focused on population genetic afﬁnities at a continental level (29).
Fleury-sur-Orne's intrasite analysis now offers the possibility to
infer the social organization of the group on the basis of biological
relatedness and archaeological context. Was the site occupied by
an homogenous group? Has the cemetery hosted one or several
biological families, and what rules of (biological) descent can be
inferred from the genetic structure of the group? Such an investigation addresses indirectly the status of the monuments (related
or independent lineages), the status of the cemetery itself (one
local elite or several centralized lineages), and more broadly, the
occupation of the territory between the end of the ﬁfth and the
beginning of the fourth millennium BCE.
Data Overview
Here, we present genome-wide data for the complete Neolithic
site of Fleury-sur-Orne, which adds six new individuals to the
previously published data (29), resulting in a total of 15 of the
19 Neolithic individuals discovered at the site who yielded
ancient DNA results. The four remaining individuals could not
be sampled due to very poor skeletal preservation. Additionally,
all of the studied individuals have a direct radiocarbon date
(Dataset S1). We sampled petrous bones (n = 8) when available, teeth (n = 3), and long bones (n = 4), from which DNA
was extracted. From these, DNA libraries were built with a partial uracil-DNA-glycosylase (UDG) treatment, allowing for the
assessment of postmortem deamination patterns (6 to 18%)
expected for ancient DNA data. An initial screening via shotgun sequencing of 5 million reads was used to select libraries
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with an amount of endogenous DNA above 0.05%, leading to
the exclusion of individual 37-6 (Dataset S2). For the 14
remaining individuals that passed these quality criteria, we subsequently enriched libraries for ∼1.2 million single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) using targeted in-solution capture
(“1,240k” SNP capture) (30), as well as two independent
in-house capture arrays for the complete mitogenome (31)
modiﬁed following ref. 32 and for the Y chromosome (33).
The Y-chromosome capture array was also applied to the nine
previously published individuals for which Y haplogroups had
been assigned from the 1,240k data (29). The sequencing was
processed on Illumina platforms to an average depth per site of
0.5× for 1,240k capture, 122× for mitochondrial capture, and
0.6× for Y-chromosome capture (Datasets S3–S5). We estimated potential contamination on the nuclear genome by
testing for heterozygosity of polymorphic sites on the X chromosome in males (34) and set the threshold to 5%, which
none exceeded (Dataset S1). For the 1,240k data, we randomly
called one allele per position considering the human genome as
a pseudohaploid genome. We called the SNPs according to the
Affymetrix Human Origins panel (HO; ∼600,000 SNPs) (35,
36) and the 1,240k panel (Dataset S1) (30). Thirteen individuals with more than 20,000 SNPs on the 1,240k panel were
used for the downstream genome-wide analyses, excluding individual 31-5A (10,297 SNPs) for whom only genetic sex and
uniparentally inherited mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and Y
haplogroups are reported (Dataset S1). The poor macroscopic
preservation of human remains from Fleury-sur-Orne allowed
only limited osteological observations. Morphological age classes remain broad, but all individuals can be assigned to the
adult category. Osteological male sex could be estimated for
four individuals, two using the pelvis bone (37, 38) and two
following a secondary diagnosis method (39) based on comparative skeletal data from Cerny individuals in the Paris Basin
(Dataset S1). Genetic (chromosomal) sex could be assigned to
14 individuals, of which 13 were male and 1 was female.
Despite the overall poor macroscopic preservation, we document a high success rate of 87% for DNA retrieval, especially
for individuals 8-6, 28-6, 31-5B, and 953B for whom only
unidentiﬁed bone splinters were sampled (Dataset S1). This high
success rate was made possible by a sampling strategy that anticipated ancient DNA analyses during the excavation and by the targeted capture of SNPs (1,240k array).
We determined uniparentally inherited haplogroups using
the data obtained from mitochondrial and Y-chromosome captures (Fig. 2A). We reconstructed complete mitogenomes for
all individuals and assigned 11 different haplotypes (Datasets
S1 and S5). Fleury-sur-Orne individuals mostly carry subhaplogroups of J, K, T, and H, which are characteristic of Neolithic farmers (40, 41). Three individuals (1-5, 8-6, and 953A)
carry haplogroups on the derived branch of U5b (U5b1c and
U5b2b3a), and the individual 31-5A carries the haplogroup
U8a1, which is likely to have been inherited from European
Mesolithic hunter-gatherers (HGs). The proportion of U5 and
U8 haplogroups is consistent with the proportion of HG-like
ancestry on both the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes
observed in western Europe for the Middle Neolithic period (1,
29, 32, 42–44).
Y-chromosome haplogroups were assigned for all Fleury-surOrne males (Dataset S4) who carry at least three different
haplogroups (Fig. 2A). Some individuals (1-5, 8-5, 8-6, 24-5,
26-5, and 35-5) were analyzed in a previous study (33).
Haplogroup H2 (P96) is carried by six individuals and has also
been found at another French Neolithic site in the Paris Basin
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2120786119
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Dates cal BCE
Fig. 2. (A) Genetic sex, Y chromosome (colored symbols), and mitochondrial haplogroups (colored circles on the y axis) distribution and biological relatives
along the chronology of the necropolis (two-sigma ranges of calibrated radiocarbon dates are given in cal. BCE). Datasets S1 and S5 have details. (B) ROH
for individuals with more than 300,000 SNPs on the 1,240k panel (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 shows the scale).

(29). G2a2a1a (PF3177) is carried by three individuals, and
two more carry G2a2a (PF3147) with no more diagnostic
SNPs available for further resolution. Both haplogroups H2
and G2a were common during the Early and Middle Neolithic
in regions of modern-day Germany (29, 30, 32, 42) and France
(29, 43) and represent the predominant Y haplogroups carried
by the majority of Anatolian and related early European farmers (45, 46). Moreover, we found in Fleury-sur-Orne the speciﬁc haplogroup H2m (P96), which was recently described in
ancient Neolithic individuals associated with the Mediterranean
Neolithic route of diffusion (33) and also found in Ireland (1),
thus linking the French Neolithic groups with the Mediterranean Neolithic expansion. Due to a very low number of Ychromosome SNPs, individual 24-5 is assigned to haplogroup
H2*, without further resolution possible. Finally, individuals
29-5 and 31-5A carry Y-haplogroups I2a1a and I2a1a2, respectively, which belong to haplogroup I2a, a lineage common in
Upper Paleolithic and Mesolithic HGs that is also found in
western Europe during the Early to Late Neolithic, persisting
until today.
Genetic Identity, Demographic History
We used principal component analysis (PCA) on a dataset of
modern-day western Eurasians and projected the ancient individuals onto the genetic variation to explore qualitatively the
extended dataset (Fig. 3A). The group of Fleury-sur-Orne
(FLR) falls within the variability of contemporaneous Middle
Neolithic groups from France (29, 43), as well as generally
western European Neolithic individuals, except two outlier
individuals, 24-5 and 29-5, who postdate 4,000 cal. BCE and
are described separately. To test the group diversity formally,
we applied an f 3-outgroup test of the form f3(individual 1,
individual 2; Mbuti) on all individuals from Fleury-sur-Orne
4 of 9
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added to three individuals originating from contemporaneous
sites as controls (SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S2). A cluster of ﬁve
individuals (19-5, 26-5, 28-6, 35-5, and 37-5), who are among
the oldest of the site, stands out (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig.
S1), which suggests a small community during the early stages
of the cemetery. However, these ﬁve individuals carry both
paternal lineages H2* and G2a*, suggesting that at least two
paternal lines were using the site from its very beginning. All of
the individuals from Fleury-sur-Orne have a higher withingroup afﬁnity than between distinct regional groups (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2). This ﬁnding supports the hypothesis of the
early use of the site by communities that were regionally conﬁned to Normandy and less likely from comparative, contemporaneous individuals from the Paris Basin, east or west of
France.
Echoing the Y-chromosome H2m haplogroup ﬁndings, the
Fleury-sur-Orne group predating 4,000 cal. BCE (FLR pre4,000) shows slightly higher afﬁnities to Early Neolithic Iberian
groups during the ﬁrst phase of the Neolithic expansion than
to groups from central Europe or eastern France according to
the f statistic of the form f3(FLR, test; Mbuti) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). From 5,000 cal. BCE onward, we observe highly similar f3 values, ﬁrst in France and later in Britain and Ireland,
compared with more eastern regions or Italian groups. We then
tested for cladality between Fleury-sur-Orne and other French
groups using f4 statistics of the form f4(Mbuti, test A; FLR pre4,000 cal. BCE, test B), where test A represents groups from
Neolithic Europe and test B represents ﬁve groups from different Neolithic time periods and regions in France. We ﬁnd that
FLR pre-4,000 is cladal with Middle Neolithic French groups,
such as Gurgy (Paris Basin) (29), Bergheim (Alsace, Michelsberg) (43), and Clos de Roque (southern France) (47), regardless of test A (SI Appendix, Fig. S4), suggesting large-scale
genetic homogeneity at this time. However, FLR pre-4,000 is
pnas.org
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PC1

Fig. 3. Population genetics analyses. (A) PCA of published ancient (symbols with no outline) and Fleury-sur-Orne individuals (new and published; black outlined symbols) projected onto 777 present-day west Eurasians (gray circles). SGE, Scandinavian Hunter-Gatherers; SE, Southeastern; WHG, Western HunterGatherers; EN, Early Neolithic; C, Central; MN, Middle Neolithic. (B) Zoomed in view of Neolithic European groups with grave numbers of Fleury-sur-Orne
individuals. (C) Modeled ancestry components of Fleury-sur-Orne individuals using qpAdm and Anatolian Neolithic, WHG, and Iranian Neolithic groups as
sources. P values are given in parentheses.

not cladal with the preceding Early Neolithic French Linear
Pottery Culture (LBK) group but instead, has higher afﬁnities
with all western European groups from Italy, Iberia, and Germany from the ﬁfth millennium BCE, as well as British and
Irish groups postdating 4,000 cal. BCE. This conﬁrms the
genetic afﬁnity of LBK French groups with Early Neolithic
groups from southeastern and central Europe observed in the
PCA and a clear break with the western Middle Neolithic
European cluster to which FLR pre-4,000 belongs. Interestingly, however, when we test for cladality between FLR pre4,000 and Pendimoun, an Early Neolithic site from southern
France, FLR pre-4,000 shares more ancestry with Neolithic
groups from the early phase of the Danubian wave of expansion
as well as with Early Neolithic groups from Italy and Iberia.
The excess HG ancestry present in Pendimoun (29) explains
this pattern and highlights the distinctiveness of this region
during the Early Neolithic. The higher HG proportion in
southern France decreases in the later Chasseen period, and the
French and western European gene pool becomes more homogeneous during the Middle Neolithic. Overall, the early phase
of Fleury-sur-Orne is characterized by a genetic afﬁnity to Iberian groups during the Early Neolithic and then more broadly
to the whole of western Europe (i.e., the Iberian Peninsula and
the Atlantic facade including Britain and Ireland), echoing the
connections previously demonstrated for the Neolithic (1, 29,
44, 47, 48) and in line with the Y-chromosome lineage H2m
reported above.
Individuals 24-5 and 29-5, who are both shifted upward
from the main FLR group on the PCA, are dated to after 4,000
cal. BCE (Fig. 2A). Individual 24-5, although higher up on
PNAS
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Principal Component 2 (PC2), does not appear different from
the rest of the group in the f3-outgroup analysis (SI Appendix,
Figs. S1 and S2). However, individual 29-5 indeed shows less
afﬁnity with the FLR group (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), consistent
with its position on PC2, but also with the regional variability
known during the Middle Neolithic. In addition, this individual also carries the lowest amount of HG ancestry (Fig. 3C).
As shown before, Neolithic Europeans carry different HG
components from genetically differentiated local groups (29,
42, 49, 50). We explored the presence of diverse HG components in both outliers 24-5 and 29-5 using an f4 test of the
form f4(outgroup, FLR_outlier; HG_test, Loschbour) but did
not detect any speciﬁc HG attraction beyond the local HG
individual Loschbour we conditioned on (Dataset S6). We
then applied f3 statistics of the form f3(FLR, test; Mbuti) to test
for speciﬁc afﬁnities to European Neolithic groups, but this
resulted in inconsistent observations, which is likely to be
linked to coverage issues and the limit of resolution this
method offers to discern very subtle differences (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). Lastly, we also explored distal sources of ancestry in
individual 24-5 via qpAdm and detected about 17% ancestry
of a component maximized in Neolithic Iranians (P value =
0.76) (Fig. 3C). This represents another Neolithic source than
the source mainly involved in the diffusion across Europe,
traces of which have also been found in a few Neolithic groups
all over Europe and contemporaneous Chalcolithic groups
from southeastern Europe (Dataset S7 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S5) (51, 52). This component might have been sporadically carried along with the western Anatolian component by
expanding early farmers during the Neolithic diffusion and
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2120786119
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explains the clear differentiation of our individual 24-5 compared with the Fleury-sur-Orne group before 4,000 cal. BCE.
In contrast, qpAdm models fail to distinguish between any speciﬁc additional components for individual 29-5, probably due
to the relatively low coverage, where the lack of power to reject
models (53) results in imprecise genetic characterization.
The outlier individuals 24-5, 29-5, and 31-5A belong to the
second phase of the site postdating 4,000 cal. BCE (Fig. 2A),
but only grave 29-5 shows deviant burial features. This grave
lies along the southern ditch of monument 29, outside the
mound (Fig. 1A), and the presence of a polished axe head
among the grave goods, which appears in the archaeological
records after 4,000 cal. BCE, suggests that it was placed there
long after the monument was built. On the contrary, nothing
in the burial treatment of the individuals 24-5 and 31-5A distinguishes them from the individuals of the older phase (both
lay along the central axis of the monuments, while grave 24-5
contains arrowheads). Individual 31-5A was buried 10 cm
above individual 31-5B, whose date falls within the main phase
of the cemetery. The temporal gap of a half millennium in the
radiocarbon dates from these two individuals is surprising given
the stratigraphic position. However, the chronological break of
the most recent individuals matches with the genetic outlier status and suggests newly arriving groups to the region between
4,000 and 3,500 cal. BCE, unrelated to the preceding community. The nature of the link between the two outliers 31-5B
and 24-5 and the individuals of the main phase remains unclear
in light of the contradiction between burial continuity and biological discontinuity. The funerary link is so close that it makes
it unlikely that we are dealing with random, opportunistic reuse
of old funerary monuments at later Neolithic periods, as it will
be the case with the graves from the Bronze Age and Classical
Antiquity. We speculate that individuals of the later phase were
buried intentionally to establish a symbolic social and/or genealogical link to the forebears at the site. It is noteworthy that
human remains dating to after 4,000 cal. BCE in western
France are mainly found in passage tombs (i.e., burials in which
the dead were undoubtedly selected) (54). Thus, these three
individuals represent a particularly rare burial context for the
period.
Genetic Relatedness, Spatial Organization, and
Social Inferences
As commonly observed during the Neolithic period (40,
55–57), the mitochondrial diversity at Fleury-sur-Orne is also
relatively high. In fact, 11 of 14 individuals carry different
mitochondrial haplogroups, while K1a+195 and U5b1c are
shared by three and two individuals, respectively (Dataset S1).
In contrast, the level of Y-chromosomal diversity is low, while
the two Y-chromosomal haplogroups identiﬁed (G2a2a and
H2m) during the ﬁrst phase of the site before 4,000 cal. BCE,
were common at this time. We applied the software HapROH
(58) to identify long runs of homozygosity (ROH) in our individuals (Fig. 2B and SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Of the nine highcoverage individuals suitable for this analysis, only individual
8-5 shows evidence for long ROH, suggesting some degree of
inbreeding among his parents who could have shared a relatively close biological relationship, such as second cousins. This
overall absence of long ROH (except 8-5) indicates that the
group using the necropolis was sufﬁciently large or with controlled union rules to avoid inbreeding.
To shed further light on the social organization, we explored
the genetic relatedness between individuals coanalyzed with the
6 of 9
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funerary organization. Two pairs of individuals (8-5/8-6 and
953A/953B) are ﬁrst-degree related, indicating they are either
parent–offspring or full siblings. Given that in both cases, the
related pair of individuals does not share the same mitochondrial haplogroup, we can infer a father–son relationship. The
father–son pair 8-5/8-6 shares the same monument (mon. 8)
that was extended eastward in a posterior phase of use for the
individual 8-5 (Fig. 1A). The status of the individual buried in
the elongated part (8-5) appears to perpetuate the status of the
ﬁrst individual (8-6). The inheritance of high social status from
father to son is suggested here by the position of the grave. The
fact that both father and son are buried in a single monument
is in line with the interpretation of a familial monument.
Unfortunately, the two other monuments enclosing two graves
(mon. 31 and 37) provided genomic data for only one individual of each pair and thus, no further support for our scenario.
We, therefore, caution that it cannot be ruled out that the ﬁliation seen in monument 8 is an exception within Fleury-surOrne. However, there is a second father–son pair in the double
burial 953, although not associated with any visible monument
(Fig. 1A). This burial is either isolated or its monument has
been completely plowed ﬂat. According to ﬁeld observations
and the analysis of the arrangement of the two skeletons, a
simultaneous deposition of the two bodies is the most plausible
interpretation. Given that a simultaneous death can explain the
common grave, the status of this pair is likely to be different
from the pair in monument 8.
Genetic relationships beyond the second degree cannot be
reliably detected with Relationship Estimation from Ancient
DNA (READ) (59). However, pairwise outgroup f3 statistics of
the form f3(Mbuti; individual 1, individual 2) between all individuals from Fleury also did not reveal any other closer afﬁnities between unrelated individuals (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). As it
stands, we detect no close biological connections between the
monuments. Considering that each monument at the Fleurysur-Orne cemetery represents a single lineage, the number of
unrelated individuals corresponds broadly to the number of
groups in a biological sense. Therefore, our data suggest that
the site was a central place where independent male elite ﬁgures
were gathered in different monumental individual graves
according to paternal lineages. If the pattern observed in the
monuments that yield genetic material is applied to/transposed
onto the other 32 monuments built at the site, we can hypothesize that as many lineages must have used the cemetery. However, considering the 200 y of the site’s ﬁrst occupation given
by the absolute radiocarbon dates (that might be overestimated), the number of individuals recovered at the site does
not meet the expected number of individuals under a strict patrilineal transmission model. It can be assumed that many of the
missing individuals were related to those who were excavated.
The link between the number of lineages and the size of the
clans, in a social sense, remains an open question, even if the
results yielded from HapROH suggest that the overall group
was sufﬁciently large. Unfortunately, the occupation of the area
is poorly understood for the period due to the fact that the contemporaneous residential sites of the monumental cemeteries
have not been identiﬁed (60). The enclosure site of Diguet at
Saint-Martin-de Fontenay, located 3 km from Fleury-sur-Orne
(Fig. 1A), may be an exception, but if the palisades suggest a
defensive role, the residential function of the site is not determined (61). As long as the number and the size of the settlements surrounding Fleury-sur-Orne are unknown, the size of
the area over which the important individuals buried in the
cemetery were drawn is impossible to assess.
pnas.org

The interindividual genomic relatedness and the burial organization of the cemetery suggest a patrilineal system of biological kin. The monumentality of the burials suggests that this
transmission by father to son accords with a male transmission
of sociopolitical authority. We speculate that this must have
been a highly codiﬁed context, which makes the presence of
one female (31-5B) noteworthy. Her grave is positioned in the
central axis of a monument (mon. 31), during the ﬁrst phase of
use, as were all males. In addition, she was buried with four
arrowheads, a type of artifact that is considered to be exclusively
male in its associations in the Cerny culture (26). Here, the
attribution of the male-gendered artifact goes beyond the biological sexual identity. This implies a sine qua non condition
for this woman and thus, a gender presented as masculine,
which has granted her access, through the funerary rites, to this
monumental cemetery.
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Concluding Remarks
The speciﬁc architecture of the Passy phenomenon contrasts
strongly with other monumental contexts known for later periods on the Atlantic shore, mainly in Britain and Ireland, from
where genomic data are available (1, 2, 5). In Ireland, passage
tombs contain rooms that can accommodate the bodies of several individuals (several dozen sometimes). Adult males, adult
females, and subadults are buried together, and genetic relatives
suggest that the funerary organization was built around full
family systems, in the sense of biological and social kin, at the
island level (1). In Britain, the Neolithic cairn of Hazleton
North contains a ﬁve-generation family of 27 individuals, with
a complex pattern of unions, showing a funerary system
strongly built on close biological relatedness (5). The treatment
of the deceased in the passage tombs contrasts strikingly with
the few individual burials in the massive long barrows of the
Passy type. Although both being substantial in size, these two
types of burial monument refer to different selective rules and
probably to different forms of social organizations and status
systems, implying that not all monumental structures are equivalent in meaning.
Ancient DNA, now available for the entire group of Fleurysur-Orne, signiﬁcantly increases our understanding of the site.
The speciﬁc selection of individuals buried at the site cannot be
considered a representative snapshot of the greater community
of the time. The male elite burials in Fleury-sur-Orne share
many similarities with the system observed in the Paris Basin,
the heart of the Passy-type monumental burial phenomenon. It
should be noted, however, that even if Normandy and the Paris
Basin were part of the same burial phenomenon, it is expressed
differently in each region. We caution that the observations
from Fleury-sur-Orne cannot be applied to the entire Passy
phenomenon. For example, the absence of subadults in the
necropolis of Fleury-sur-Orne constitutes an important point
of contrast. In the Paris Basin, a few children hold a social rank
or function that is similar to that of the male adults (62). The
apparently exclusive patrilineal system from father to adult son
suggested by the genetic signature at Fleury-sur-Orne contrasts
with the situation in the Paris Basin and questions the strategy
of inheritance during the life of the privileged ﬁgures and the
status of the children. Either the children were not found due
to bone preservation issues or to the shallowness of their graves
causing them to disappear over time, or else, acquisition of
high status was only granted at a more advanced age. Lastly,
the integration of only one woman within the burial pattern of
Fleury-sur-Orne is different from the selection of the dead in
PNAS
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monumental cemeteries in the Paris Basin, where women are
equally numerous as men. However, the discrimination
between male and female burials at Fleury-sur-Orne leads to an
increased valuing of men and therefore, to a low visibility of
women (24). In Fleury-sur-Orne, the presence of only one
woman, endowed with a male symbol, underlines the importance of the male identity in the regional expression of the
Cerny culture.
Materials and Methods
Fieldwork Strategy. The genetic study of Fleury-sur-Orne was part of a broad
scientiﬁc archaeological program. As early as the excavation phase, the sampling
was made with all recommended precautions, which maximized the probability
of successful DNA sequencing given the poor preservation of the bones.
Laboratory Processing. All samples were processed at the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in Jena, Germany. We sampled one
petrous bone, three teeth, and two unspeciﬁed bones, adapting to available
material (Dataset S1). Samples were ﬁrst irradiated with ultraviolet light for 30
min on all sides. A layer of the surface was mechanically removed from the
petrous bone, which was then drilled from the outside (63). All teeth were
cleaned with a low concentration bleach solution (3%) and cut along the cementum/enamel junction, with the powder collected by drilling into the pulp chamber (64). A layer of the surface was mechanically removed from the unspeciﬁed
bones, and the bones were powdered with a mill.
DNA was extracted following the protocol described in ref. 65. Nine doublestranded libraries were built with unique index pairs (66, 67). We applied the
partial UDG (half) protocol to remove most of the ancient DNA damage while
preserving the characteristic damage pattern in the terminal nucleotides (68).
We ﬁrst screened all indexed libraries via shotgun sequencing of 5 million
reads on an Illumina HiSeq4000 using the double-end (2- × 50-bp reads) kit.
We used EAGER (69) to process the raw data and to select libraries with
>0.05% endogenous human DNA and those showing characteristic damage
aDNA patterns for downstream SNP capture. The sample 37-6 did not pass
these quality controls and hence, was excluded from further analyses. Selected
libraries were hybridized in solution to different oligonucleotide probe sets synthetized by Agilent Technologies to enrich for 1,233,013 informative nuclear
SNP markers (30) and an in-house capture for the complete mitogenome following Maricic et al. (31) and modiﬁed after Haak et al. (32). We also applied
the Y-mappable capture assay (YMCA) to target Y-chromosome variants for all
male individuals (33).
Data Processing. After demultiplexing, raw sequence data were processed
using EAGER. This included clipping adaptors with Adaptor Removal (70), mapping with BWA v0.7.12 (71) against the Human Reference Genome hs37d5,
and removing duplicate reads with the same orientation and start and end
positions. After using MapDamage v.2.0.6 to observe characteristic aDNA damage patterns, we used BamUtil (https://genome.sph.umich.edu/wiki/BamUtil:_
trimBam) to clip two bases at the ends of each read for each sample to remove
residual deaminations (Dataset S3). We merged together the libraries belonging
to the same individuals using samtools v1.3.1 (72).
Analyses. Following Mittnik et al. (73), we determined the genetic sex by calculating the relative coverage for each of the sex chromosomes with respect to the
autosomes. We set a threshold of Y ratio < 0.05 for a female and Y ratio > 0.4
for a male (Dataset S1).
We used the ANGSD package to test for the heterozygosity of polymorphic
sites on the X chromosome in male individuals, applying a contamination
threshold of 5% (34) (Dataset S1).
We genotyped our bam ﬁles with pileupCaller (https://github.com/stschiff/
sequenceTools/tree/master/src/SequenceTools) by randomly calling one allele
per position, effectively considering the human genome to be a pseudohaploid
genome. We called the SNPs according to the HO (∼600,000 SNPs) (31, 32)
and the 1,240k panel (30). Numbers of SNPs covered at least once are given in
Dataset S1.
To process mitochondrial DNA data, we extracted reads from mitocapture
data using samtools v1.3.1 (72) and mapped these to the revised Cambridge
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Reference Sequence (74). We merged data from mitochondrial and 1,240k captures as well as shotgun data, called consensus sequences using Geneious
R8.1.974 (75), and used Haplogrep 2 to determine mitochondrial haplotypes
(76) (Datasets S1 and S5).
Merging reads obtained from the shotgun data, the 1,240k capture, and the
Y-chromosome capture, we applied the method described in Rohrlach et al. (33)
to manually assign Y-chromosomal haplogroups (Dataset S4).
We estimated the degree of genetic relatedness between our individuals by
applying READ (59). We calculated the length of ROH using the software HapROH on individuals carrying more than 300,000 SNPs (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S6) (58).
For population genetics analysis, we merged our dataset with published
ancient (n = 598) and modern (n = 2583) data to the HO (35, 36) as well as to
the 1,240k SNP panel (30). We performed PCA using the program “smartpca”
v10210 (EIGENSOFT) on the HO dataset (77). We computed principal components from 777 present-day west Eurasians on which ancient individuals were
then projected (lsqproject: YES; shrinkmode: YES) (Fig. 3 A and B). We calculated
outgroup f3 statistics using qp3Pop and f4 statistics using qpDstat with the f4
mode from ADMIXTOOLS on the 1,240k SNP panel (Dataset S6) (35). We used
qpAdm and the 1,240k SNP panel to estimate ancestry proportions (ADMIXTOOLS) (32). We used as sources Anatolia_Neolithic, Western Hunter-Gatherers
(WHG), and Iran Ganj_Dareh_Neolithic_published and as outgroups Mbuti.DG
Papuan.DG Onge.DG Han.DG Karitiana.DG Ethiopia_4500BP.SG Ust_Ishim_
HG_published.DG Russia_MA1_HG.SG Czech_Vestonice Italy_Villabruna Israel_
Natuﬁan Caucasian Hunter-Gatherers (CHG) and Anatolian Hunter-Gatherers
(AHG) (Fig. 3C and Dataset S7).

Data Availability. Wide-genome data have been deposited in the European
Nucleotide Archive (ENA, accession no. PRJEB51061).
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